Navigate complex
law with clarity
Innovative technology
enabling compliance
& risk professionals
to focus on what they
do best.
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A better way to know the law
There are thousands of
legal obligations that every
organisation needs to follow.

Imagine technology that could enable
you to:

Keeping track of your ever-changing applicable
regulations is difficult, time-consuming and very
expensive.

•

Compliance and risk professionals need
answers quickly and most importantly, they
must be accurate.

•
•

know your applicable regulations
know what to do to comply with these
regulations
assess your own compliance

Now, innovative legal technology
can do just this. Libryo shows your
organisation’s compliance status and the
legal consequences of non-compliance.
Costly manual legal research and
compliance audits can be replaced with
Libryo, to show your compliance status
across all of your operations.

Knowing the legal
obligations that you
face, let alone their
compliance status,
has to date been
largely impossible.
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Libryo does the regulatory
heavy-lifting
Using cutting-edge regulatory technology, Libryo
keeps you on the front foot when it comes to
knowing what legal requirements apply to each
and every one of your operations.

Each operation faces a unique collection of legal
requirements which depends on the jurisdiction
it operates in and the different types of activities
it undertakes.

Libryo’s technology transforms regulations
into a globally standardised, machine readable
format which is constantly updated.

Based on the attributes of each location, Libryo
filters the relevant law, enabling you to know
your regulations and whether they are compliant.

End-to-end compliance status
certainty and transparency is
now possible.

If a regulation changes, Libryo notifies the
relevant users and presents the update in a
quick summary or the full legislative text. Users
are able to mark these updates as read and
understood, ensuring everyone that needs to be
aware of the change is updated and knows the
next steps to take in order to remain compliant.

How Libryo works
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Know your law & your compliance
Libryo provides an innovative, accurate and comprehensive regulatory tracking
service. Discover how some of the features can transform your legal operations below.

Self-assessment tools

Custom legal registers

Updates & notifications

For the first time you can know
what to do in order to comply
with regulation and assess your
own compliance.

Libryo precisely configures each
specific operation showing
just the regulations that each
operation needs to know.

You will be the first to know if any
legal requirement changes.

Built-in translations

Document storage

Activity tracker

Read summaries of legal text in
your own language – perfect for
global teams.

Store compliance documents
centrally, so they are easy to
access by anyone on your team.

Keep your team members
aligned. Upload notes from site
visits for others to see.

Compliance dashboard

Search by topic

See your compliance status and
the legal consequences of noncompliance.

Easily investigate compliance
topics. Libryo will find and
display accurate results across
multiple regulations.

Secure cloud-based
regulatory platform
Legal registers are accessible
online for unlimited users.

Certain ISO standards require implementation of a system to
identify and update applicable legal requirements. With Libryo, this
box is always checked.
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Now you know...
...your law
...your compliance & consequences
...how to cross compare your law
Delivering the best

You’re never on your own

Libryo works in partnership with leading global
law firms, consultants and compliance software
providers to deliver successful solutions that
meet your exact requirements.

Our dedicated ‘Customer Success’ team will
work with you ensuring you get the most out of
Libryo’s platform.

The Libryo platform integrates seamlessly with
Governance, Risk & Compliance software, risk
assessments & audit reports.

Once you are up and running, you’ll receive
online support from the Libryo team to help
navigate your relevant regulations with ease.

Want to know more?
info@libryo.com
BOOK A DEMO

About Libryo
Founded in 2016 with headquarters in London, Libryo operates all over the
world helping over 9,000 users across 130+ organisations.
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